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Summary
Vix is pleased to announce the release of Version 6.2.89.
 New Features

Improvements
Fixes

New Features, Improvements and Fixes

New Features
1. Workforce Report SRF329 Accommodation Discrepancy Shift Status has been created to show

accommodation discrepancies which are recorded using special shift statuses, such as no shows, early departures, walk-ins and overstays.

Improvements
1. The Split Booking Optimiser has been updated to leave room owners in their room for the longest period available. This may mean they continue

to have a split booking. [#21959]

2. The Workflow Task Panel has been updated to optionally allow the People Type to be included. [#21156]

3. The Group Bookings search grid now includes a tool tip which has details on the number of booked and available rooms and transports. [#20834]

4. The Profile Summary Calendar View has been updated to include the day of week in the description. [#21989]

5. Workforce Report SRF274 Arrival Departure by Location has been updated to allow the booked accommodation details to be included in the
report. [#21499]

6. Workforce Report SRF175 Roster to Excel has been updated to default the criteria values for camp, department, and employer to All. [#22096, #
22052]

7. Transport | Multi Remove in SAM now has the ability to sort the grid columns. [#22788]

8. Workforce Report SRF165 Venue Occupancy has been updated to allow unavailable room types to be specified in a new criteria. Previously
these were hard-coded. [#22296]

9. The Profile Summary Calendar View has been updated to include the shift status in the transport icon tool tip.

10. Folio requests have been updated to include the Transport Code in the item description. This also appears in the history tab. The item description
has been updated to simplify the details. [#22239]

11. Workforce Report SRF182 Workflow Cancelled Declined has been updated with the ability to filter on Camps. [#22468]

12. Workforce Report SRF176 Room Occupancy to Excel has been updated to include the next arrival date of the room owner in the output fields.
[#22249]

13. Transport Change notifications triggered from Folio have been updated to include either a filtered list of bookings which are specific to the camp
or the full list of bookings. [#22241, # 22381, # 22817]

14. Carrier Bookings in SAM have been updated to allow the export to Excel of all booking details that need attention from the search page.
Previously this was only available on the individual transport popup. [#22407]

15. SAM Accommodation Arrivals and Departures pages have been updated to show the number of selected people in the grid tool tip and to
prompt the user once the maximum number of people have been selected. [#22607, # 21451]

16. Folio camp accommodation items have been updated to include the room type that is to be booked in the "To Be Booked" tooltip. [#22560]

17. The Carrier Bookings API has been updated to allow the requestor of a booking to be included.

18. The Carrier Booking API has been updated to include the SAM Travel Reason.

19. Pending Profile Syncs in the SAM Web Service have been updated to include profiles which have been made inactive in SAM. This allows external
systems to receive notifications when profiles have been completed. [#22732]

20. Rosters have been updated to prompt the user if the roster is being run at a different camp or room type to the profile's normal details. The user
camp continue without updating the profile or update the profile to use the new camp and room type details. [#22508]

21. Workflow Site Travel requests have been updated to show the Project field when Advanced Forecasting is in use.
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22. The client specific Workforce Report SRF187 Backcharge has been updated with a simplified template. [#22572]

23. The SAM Profile has been updated to show the project field when enabled for Advanced Forecasting.

24. The Folio has been updated to include comments in the Document History when a request is sent to another approval group for approval.

25. Transports have been updated with the ability to be marked as commercially managed. When set as commercially managed the transport will not
show booked or available numbers in booking searches. The transport will ignore waitlisting and overbooking when being booked. This indicates
to users the control of the transports capacity is managed by an external, non-integrated, system. [#20263]

26. When searching for a room for the Folio document the ACA status indicators are now displayed if the ACA is enabled.

Fixes
1. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF175 Roster to Excel where the department, employer, and camp filters were not applied to special

offsite shift statuses.

2. Fixed an issue where editing a Folio after it was submitted, but before it was approved, would set the status to saved even though it was still
"Awaiting Approval". [#22397, # 22941]

3. Fixed an issue where Workflow requests could not be completed when the original booking dates were outside the allowed date range but the
request changed them to be inside the allowable range. The allowable request range is configured based on MaximumPastPeriod and
MaximumFuturePeriod parameters in Workflow. [#22579, # 22768]

4. Fixed an issue where a Folio External booking request could include flights that were to or from an on-site location. [#22590]

5. Fixed an issue where completion of a profile was not setting the end date of room ownership in the audit. [#22082]

6. Fixed an issue where Accommodation Arrivals in SAM was not sending Camp notifications even though the SAM Parameter
SendTransportChangeNotification was set to Y. [#22809]

7. Fixed an issue with the Edit Transport popup (purple icon on Transport Search) where the No Show checkbox was not ticked even though the
person had been No Showed on the Transport | No Show page in SAM. [#22816, # 22827, # 22856]

8. Fixed an issue where it was possible to update a profile to people type equals None when running a Bulk Profile Update.

9. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF188 Accommodation No Show Go Show where the report would timeout when running for a month.
Please note this update has also changed the format of the report data.

10. Fixed an issue where the Onsite popup in the SAM Kiosk could show the room number even though the parameter RoomNumberInKiosk was
set to N. [#22783]

11. Fixed an issue in the Folio document processing where an inactive room could be booked.

12. Fixed an issue in the Folio leave document where a camp accommodation item was flagged as to be booked instead of please cancel.

13. Fixed an issue when splitting an existing camp booking in the Folio document where the new camp was trying to use the room from the other
camp. [#22833]

14. Fixed an issue where running a roster which would rebook confirmed transport was considering the OUT bound transport overbooked even
though the person was already confirmed.

15. Fixed an issue where the SAM Booking Reference would be truncated when selecting a booking to be rescheduled in the Folio document.
[#22878]

16. Fixed an issue where Rosters in Workflow where the updated transport group was not displayed correctly when processing. [#22889]

17. Fixed an issue where the Night Audit could re-add transport schedules which were cancelled when the transport was being automatically
extended. [#22894]

18. Fixed an issue where the Workflow Task Panel when searching for a profile and delegation is in use the filtered profile was ignored. [#22930]

19. Fixed an issue where the Onsite Summary would show the transport code twice. [#22953]

20. Fixed an issue where reactivating or creating a new profile via Workflow could be completed even if the main booking attributes (Department,
Cost Code, Employer, Position) could be inactive since the request was created. If the fields are no longer active a warning will be shown and the
profile must be updated before proceeding.

21. Fixed an issue with the Folio document room search where it was not filtering on the selected room type. [#23007]

22. Fixed an issue in the Site Travel document where an OUT-IN booking was trying to create camp accommodation details. [#23005]
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